
10.4 Inch NEC NL6448CC33-25 640( RGB ) x 480 LCD Screen Panels For Industrial Use

Place of Origin China/Taiwan/Japan/Korea

Brand Name NEC

Certification RoSH&CE

Model Number NL6448CC33-25

Minimum Order

Quantity
10pcs

Price Contact us for the current price

Packaging Details 30pcs/ctn,38*48*30CM,13kg~16kg/ctn

Delivery Time Within 3 days after confirmed your payment

Payment Terms T/T,Paypal,Western Union

Supply Ability 10000 pieces per month

Products Detailed

10.4 Inch NEC NL6448CC33-25 640( RGB ) x 480 LCD Screen Panels For Industrial Use

They are used in a wide range of applications, including computer monitors, television, instrument panels, aircraft cockpit displays, signage,

etc. They are common in consumer devices such as video players, gaming devices, clocks, watches, calculators, and telephones. LCDs

have displaced cathode ray tube (CRT) displays in most applications. They are available in a wider range of screen sizes than CRT and

plasma displays, and since they do not use phosphors, they cannot suffer image burn-in.

LCDs are more energy efficient and offer safer disposal than CRTs. Its low electrical power consumption enables it to be used in battery-

powered electronic equipment. It is an electronically modulated optical device made up of any number of segments filled with liquid crystals

and arrayed in front of a light source (backlight) or reflector to produce images in color or monochrome. The most flexible ones use an

array of small pixels. The earliest discovery leading to the development of LCD technology, the discovery of liquid crystals, dates from

1888.[1] By 2008, worldwide sales of televisions with LCD screens had surpassed the sale of CRT units.

 

Size: 10.4 inch

Brand Name: NEC

Condition: Brand new, Grade A+

Part Number: NL6448CC33-25

Resolution: 640( RGB ) x 480

Brightness: 0 cd/m2

Contrast Ratio: 150:1(Typ.)

Viewing Angle: 30/30/20/20  (Typ.)(CR≥10)

Backlight:  

Description: Thin-film transistor (TFT) Active-matrix Liquid Crystal Display    ( LCD )

Warranty: 3 days returned purchase, 4 months (120 days) warranty included

Payment Term: T/T, Paypal, Western Union

Delivery Terms: DHL, UPS, FedEX, TNT, normally 5-9 working days 



Packing: Antistatic bag

Port: Shenzhen/HK

 

Why purchase from Hongkong Chance Technology CO., LTD?

1.Our company distributes genuine screens of the unsurpassed quality. The LCD screens that we sell are made by reputable

manufacturers. We sell only genuine original screens - no generic or fake. The quality of these screens is exceptional because they are the

same as the ones that manufacturers use in their current machine models. The production of LCD screen is a complex task that is why

there are no generic or fake screens available on the market.

 

2.Our huge stock of LCD screens have been manufactured solely by large corporations like AUO, Chi-Mei, Toshiba, Hannstar, Chunghwa,

Samsung, LG Phillips, Sharp, etc. They are globally recognized suppliers of electronic components. They manufacture an array of

products, ranging from laptop internal cables, motherboards, LCD screens, hard drives, and DVD drives to keyboards. These

manufacturers strive hard to maintain the highest quality of the LCD screens. Their LCD screens are able to work in the most demanding

environment.

 

3.Purchasing from Hongkong Chance Technology Company, you will get the best quality products and best service. Even retail

customers(below 100pcs), we will also offer the price nearly wholesale.

Hongkong Chance Technology Co.,Ltd(2)

BUsiness Type: Distributor/Wholesaler Exporter Trading Company Seller

Main Market: North America South America Western Europe Eastern Europe Eastern Asia Southeast Asia Middle East Oceania Worldwide

Brands: AUO,BOE,TOSHIBA,CHIMEI,CPT,HannStar,INNOLUX,LG,NEC,SAMSUNG,SHARP

Total Annual Sales Volume: 80% - 90%

Year Established: 2011

Contact this Supplier:

Work Time: 09:00-18:00 Beijing

Telphone: 86-0755-23984392

Fax: 86-0755-23984392

Email: chancetech@yahoo.com.cn

Address: Hongkong Office:Flat01 10/F,Carnival Commercial Building,18 Java Road,North Point,Hongkong

website: http://www.replacement-lcdpanels.com/


